Abstract: Possibility of determination of the relations among homo-and crosspropagation rate constants on the basis of analysis of the detailed distribution of copolymer chain lengths is presented. Importance of application of correct computation algorithms in Monte Carlo modelling of copolymerization is indicated. A new algorithm for Monte Carlo modelling of polymerization processes is proposed.
Introduction
Monte Carlo was in the past used effectively by several authors in analysis of copolymerization processes, e.g. ref. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and older papers cited there. Most often it was used to "normal" radical copolymerization, i.e. systems, in which monomer concentration practically does not change during the chain growth. Therefore, the applied algorithms were often relatively simple and effective. However, some papers concerned "controlled" radical polymerization [1] and applying of simplified algorithms may get their results under discussion as the relative concentrations of all reagents change in the chain growth periods.
The present work was made in order to clarify if simplified algorithms could be applied in Monte Carlo modelling of copolymerization. Contour (three-dimensional) MWD plots of copolymers strongly depend on relations between propagation rate constants [1b] . Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations of such plots computed for various relations among copolymerization rate constants seemed a good choice for such studies.
In the paper some preliminary results of modelling living copolymerization by means of the Monte Carlo method without applying any algorithm simplification (other than limited sample size and non zero length time interval) are presented and discussed. The possibility of determination of the relations between propagation rate constants on the basis of the detailed analysis of the MWD of resulted copolymer is presented.
Results and discussion

Consequences of not taking into account different reactivities of active species
Most of authors who simulated copolymerization by the MC kinetic methods (only non-lattice and not atomistic methods were considered) were taking into account in fact only the reactivity ratios, i.e. the relative propagation rate constants of active species of a given kind (e.g. reactivity ratios r A =k AA /k AB , r B =k BB /k BA for terminal (dyad) model copolymerization). Different reactivities of active species (expressed for instance by the ratio k AA /k BB for terminal model copolymerization) was often not taken into account. Even if the individual propagation rate constants were input to the computation program and the overall monomer consumption kinetics was simulated approximately correctly, the distribution of various chains, as it is shown below in one of simulated systems, could be incorrect. It was because often a simplified algorithm was used in Monte Carlo computations. The relation between homopropagation rate constants (k AA /k BB ) was neglected either by neglecting it from the beginning when kinetics of the process was not a goal, or in a hidden way by applying a simplified computational algorithm.
This point of view could stem from the Stockmayer's paper on the MWD in copolymerization [9] . The approximate analytical solution presented by Stockmayer really suggests that relation between k AA and k BB does not influence the MWD of polymer chains in radical copolymerization, provided the reactivity ratios and the average polymerization degrees are the same. However, the Stockmayer's solution is only an approximation and concerns "normal" radical copolymerization where changes of comonomer concentrations in the chain growth period can be neglected and steady state conditions can be assumed for all reagents. Besides, in derivation of equations Stockmayer replaced infinite sums by their approximate equivalents. Although some authors, e.g. Yang and co-workers [10] or Chaffey-Millar et al. [11] , were using a correct algorithm for Monte Carlo simulation of copolymerization, based on the general method described by Gillespie [12] , others applied simplified, incorrect algorithms. It stems probably from a desire of significant shortening of the computation time -a rigorous application of the Gillespie method to copolymerization is enormously time consuming.
The algorithm used by the present author is a modification of the one applied by him to modelling of the segmental exchange in polymerization [13] and differs from one applied by other authors mainly by modelling the flow of time by dividing the reaction time into a large number of elementary time intervals. Probabilities of possible reactions of all chains are being determined for these intervals not only from relative rates of possible reaction routes, but also by computing the stochastic, individual times between successive reactions of the chains. The reactions occur only if these individual times are smaller than the elementary time intervals. Some chains happen to react more than once in the considered periods while other ones do not react at all. In a standard Gillespie's method of Monte Carlo simulations the time scale is treated as a sum of individual inter-reaction times of reacting molecules and this sum is corrected by taking into account the total number of molecules.
The parallelism of chain growths is, however, not taken correctly into account in the simplified algorithms applied usually to copolymerization processes. Incorrectly, the reacting species are usually being chosen randomly in Monte Carlo runs with equal probabilities; see for instance the algorithms in ref. [1] and [7] . When probabilities of choosing chains are correctly computed, according to the general method [10] [11] [12] , as depending on the different total transformation rates of different propagating chains, the results of computations are correct (see Figures 2-4) . Nevertheless, the new parallel-reactions algorithm presented in this paper appears to be at least twice more effective than the classical one, probably because it requires less generations of random numbers. However, as both compared algorithms were not optimized, the differences between both methods can change after some improvements. 
, t = 2000 s). Colors visualize molar fractions of chains composed of a given number of units A and B. DP w /DP n = 1.010 
, t = 1000 s) using an incorrect algorithm from ref. [1] . DP w /DP n = 1.010. The plot is practically identical with one computed (correctly) for k AA /k BB = 1 (Fig. 1 ).
Erroneous neglection of differences of homopropagation rate constants results in overestimation of the contribution of longer chains with the excess of units of the slower homopropagating monomer. Similarly, the contributions of longer chains with the excess of the second monomer units are underestimated.
At first the simplest system was analyzed. The contour plots of distribution of chains in random copolymerization (r A =1, r B =1, [A] 0 =1, [B] 0 =1, DP n =100) were computed with assumption of equal homopropagation rate constants (r homo = k AA /k BB =1; Fig. 1 ) and for the homopropagation rate constants differing ten times (r homo =10; Fig. 2 incorrect algorithm, and 3 -new correct algorithm, 4 -correct general Gillespie's algorithm).
The presented contour plots illustrate the composition of copolymer. They, however, can be referred to as the MWD contour plots while discussing plot features because the n A and n B axes (numbers of units A and B) can linearly be converted to the MW axes (MW A = n A •M A , MW B = n B •M B ; molecular weights of sums of units A and B of the chains). As the simulations were not compared with any real copolymerization system, the real contour MWD plots were not constructed.
The plots for these two different systems (r homo = 1 and 10) obtained using a standard (simplified, incorrect) algorithm practically do not differ (see Fig. 1 
and 2).
Applying, however, a correct algorithm (with taking account of parallelism of chain growths or accounting for different probabilities of reaction of different chains while choosing them) gives quite different results ( Fig. 3 and 4) . Comparing the random copolymerizations differing only in the k AA /k BB ratio one can see that instead of a circular plot for the system with equal reactivities of active centres an elliptical one is obtained for k AA /k BB =10. The difference between plots computed for systems with identical reactivity ratios and differing only in the r homo values is understandable. It stems from the average times needed to create chains of "symmetrical" compositions, e.g. AABABAAB and BBABABBA, being equal when k AA /k BB =1 and differing when k AA /k BB ≠1. Consequently, for k AA /k BB =1 we get circular and for k AA /k BB ≠1 oval-shaped plots.
Significant differences between plots from 
Determination of the k AA /k BB ratio on the basis of the MWD of copolymer
Reactivity ratios can be determined using various methods based on kinetics of comonomer consumption and microstructure of resulted copolymer. The discussed dependence of the contour MWD plots, not only on the reactivity ratios but also on the homopropagation rate constants ratio (r homo ), gives a new tool for determination of copolymerization parameters. , t = 500 s). Colors visualize molar fractions of chains composed of a given number of units A and B. DP w /DP n = 1.025. Note a small difference in comparison to k AA /k BB =10 (Fig. 3) . Roughness of the plot stems from a limited number of chains due to a long computation time required to get a smooth plot.
This new method allowing determination (by comparison of the experimental contour plots with computed ones) not only the reactivity ratios but also the ratio of propagation rate constants can be especially useful when kinetic studies are not available. The presented below computations of the plots for assumed different k AA /k BB ratios (but the same reactivity ratios) allow prediction that the method can be useful, although with some limitations.
Fig. 6. Copolymer composition/chain length distribution plot computed for
, t = 500 s). Colors visualize molar fractions of chains composed of a given number of units A and B. DP w /DP n = 1.017.
First, the homopropagation rate constants should not differ too much. The differences in the contour plots are clearly visible, and can easily be used for determination of the k AA /k BB relation by fitting the simulated distribution to the experimental one, if this ratio of propagation rate constants is in the range (0.1, 10). When it is smaller than 0.05 or larger than 20 the computed contour plots of composition distributions become very similar. The contour plot computed for k AA /k BB =10000 (Fig. 5) does not differ much from one obtained for k AA /k BB =10 (Fig. 3) . However, plots for r homo = k AA /k BB > 1 differ from those for r homo < 1, being diagonally symmetrical each to other when r homo1 =1/r homo2 (so, at least one can tell which of homopropagation rate constants is much larger than the other one).
Second, values of reactivity ratios may also limit a possibility of determination of the homopropagation rate constants ratio. For instance, if r A •r B is lower than 0.1 (contribution of alternating sequences is high) the composition distribution plots are very similar for any k AA /k BB ratios and chains of various composition gather close to a diagonal of the contour plot (Fig. 6 ).
When the product of the reactivity ratios r A •r B is larger than 1 (blockiness degree above 50%) and reactivities of both active species are equal (k AA /k BB =1), the shape of the contour MWD plots resembles an ellipse (Fig. 7) with the minor axis of reflection laying on the plot diagonal and a major axis forming a 45º angle with the n A axis (the number of units A). Larger the difference in length between both axes the larger is the product of reactivity ratios (r A •r B ) (Fig. 8) . , t = 500 s), DP w /DP n = 1.010. , t = 500 s), DP w /DP n = 1.010.
When k AA /k BB decreases then this angle increases, becoming an obtuse one for k AA /k BB < 0.01 (Fig. 9 ).
For some combinations of kinetic parameters (e.g. r A = r B = 20, k AA /k BB =0.01, i.e. when homopropagation of one comonomer -here B, Fig. 10 -is much faster than other propagations) the oval of the MWD distribution contour reaches the plot axis (here the n A axis). As a result the relatively broad MWD of copolymer chains is observed, having, however, narrow distribution of composition of slower homopropagating monomer units with the peak of the copolymer composition distribution corresponding to homo-A-polymer chains: n B = 0 and n A equal to the integer value of the average number of A units, (here 49). This result seems to be contradictory to intuition but stems from the domination of active centres A*. , t = 500 s), DP w /DP n = 1.059 , t = 500 s), DP w /DP n = 1.164. Note the largest contribution of homo-A-chains of length 49.
When consumption of both monomers proceeds with different rates resulting in formation of copolymer with gradient distribution of units, the contour composition plots change with time in a way characteristic for the relations between propagation rate constants. Comparing the contour plots computed on the basis of experimental data with the Monte Carlo simulated ones one can probably determine the reactivity ratios and the ratio of the homopropagation rate constants with a better accuracy than from kinetic studies of comonomers conversion. , t = 5 s), DP w /DP n = 1.079. , t = 10 s), DP w /DP n = 1.049.
Examples of the kinetic changes of the contour composition plots can be seen on , t = 20 s), DP w /DP n = 1.031. , t = 500 s), DP w /DP n = 1.015.
Monte Carlo Computations
Parallel reactions-algorithm of Monte Carlo computations
Method of computation was similar to that applied previously to modelling of the MWD in polymerizations proceeding with reshuffling of polymer segments, correctly reflecting the parallelism of propagation steps of different chains [13] .
The differences are the following: Copolymer chains were modelled by an array COPO [1..1000,1. .1000] built of 1000 of vectors of length 1000 of characters A and B (for binary copolymerization), and Z (expressing a lack of monomer at position following the copolymer chain length), which implies restriction of the used algorithm to systems in which chains longer than 1000 monomer units could be neglected (this value as well as most of other assumed parameters can be changed). Elements COPO [n,0] were integers indicating lengths of modelled chains. For simplification of simulated systems the terminal (dyad) model of propagation was assumed (penultimate unit effect neglected), and the stochastic individual living times of chains between consecutive propagations were computed accordingly.
The computational step corresponding to the elementary reaction time interval for which the reactions were simulated was dynamically computed as a function of comonomer concentrations:
These values correspond to time intervals for which on the average a copolymer chain length increases not more than by 1 unit and comonomer concentrations could be assumed approximately constant when much larger than molar concentration of chains. For comonomer concentrations lower than twice the sum of the chain concentrations the elementary time intervals were assumed 10 times shorter.
If the individual stochastic living time of a growing chain (interval between two propagations), computed according to eq. (2), was longer than the elementary time interval, then no reaction occurred (no change of the corresponding cells of COPO).
where i denotes the number of growing chain, RN a uniform random number from the range (0,1), and E in k EA and k EB corresponds to the terminal unit (E= A or B: active centre A * or B * )
Otherwise, the corresponding cell value was changed from Z (lack of unit) to A or B, depending on the type of propagation, chosen randomly on the basis of possible reaction probabilities. Next, the remaining part of the elementary time interval for the chain under consideration was calculated and additional chances of reaction considered by computing again the individual stochastic living times and repeating the described procedures. Comonomer concentrations were modified accordingly after completing stochastic experiments with all chains in the given elementary time interval and all procedures were repeated for the next elementary periods (auxiliary variables -numbers of added units in the elementary time increments -addedA, addedB -were updated after each addition act). 
A correct general algorithm (based on the Gillespie's method):
In order to compare the applied parallel-reactions algorithm with a general one (based on the Gillespie's Monte Carlo method) the variant of such an algorithm was used. In comparison to a general Gillespie's scheme the only important difference, simplifying computations of analyzed systems, was that only copolymer chains were being randomly chosen for Monte Carlo transformations. All other compounds (here comonomers) were treated as variables (modified correspondingly after each MC computation of reaction rates of A* (rateA) and B* (rateB), computation of the probability of reaction of A* p A = n A *rateA/(n A *rateA/+n B *rateB) if he number of A* and B* (n A and n B ), reaction time t=0 computation of reaction rates of A* (rateA) and B* (rateB), computation of the probability of reaction of A* p A = n A *rateA/(n A *rateA/+n B *rateB) if rand 1 random determination of the reaction type on the basis of rand 2 and computation of a stochastic living time of chain n  t n on the basis of rand 3 , increasing reaction time t by  t n /n max , correction correspondingly, if nee of the reaction type on the basis of rand 2 and computation of a stochastic living time of chain n  t n on the basis of rand 3 , increasing reaction time t by  t n /n max , correction correspondingly, if needed, [A] and [B] , n A and n B , modification of the chain length and composition (COPO(n,0)=length, COPO(n, length)=X) (no modification of COPO if length=1000 was reached) step). The chains undergoing reactions were being correctly randomly chosen according to their reaction probabilities (correction in comparison to the algorithm from ref. [1] ). The reaction time flow was approximated by increasing the variable t by the stochastic living times of reacting chains divided by the total number of chains n max (equal to 1000 in the presented computations) -this approach differed slightly from a general Gillespie's method, but being equivalent it saved some computation time.
The schematic flow charts of both algorithms are presented in Fig. 15 and 16 .
The results of computation using these two algorithms were practically identical. The parallel reactions algorithm, however, appeared to be more effective giving about three times more runs in a given time for the same simulated systems. It stems probably mainly from a method of choosing chains in the classical algorithm, requiring generation of a larger number of random numbers.
Conclusions
It is very important to use a correct algorithm for Monte Carlo modelling of living copolymerization and generally any polymerization process. Simulations of contour copolymer composition plots, while combined with experimental determination of contribution of chains of various length and compositions (e.g. MALDI TOF), can give detailed information on relative rate constants of involved reactions. The fitting of computed composition distributions to the experimental ones can give access to the ratio of homopropagation rate constants in copolymerization systems, which cannot be determined on the basis of analysis of copolymer microstructure and otherwise can be available only from kinetic studies. The proposed new Monte Carlo algorithm appeared to be more effective than a standard Gillespie's one and it can be, after the appropriate modifications, applied for modelling of any polymerization system.
